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ABSTRACT. In tliin pnp(ir tho viiriation of Himiiion of contaot for two metal hammers 
striking trails v(5i-s('ly a mild steel rod, fixed atone eiui from respectivii particular distances, 
lias photographically stiiduMl. '^ ITu^ tinu» is recorded by the ahadow-grajih of a light
poiiitcT attai'hed to an electrically maintained timing fork of frequency 100. The duration 
el impa<*t has IxMai found to vary dtsconlinuously with striking distances measured from fixed 
end of the cantilever. 'I’he phenomenon of multipli' or double cijiitacts within tla^  period 
nt impact, has been observed in almost all cases. This setmis to be duo to fluctuating pressm*es 
causi'd by refku'ted transverse wa\'cs from both laids producing ri^ actions on tlie hammer, 
in (>\'ery jihotograph the vibration curve ol' a section of the roil ia fluctuating over tlie general 
siiu' cuF*\e. This shows that vibrations have set in the rod during impact itself. Th(*st‘ 
ob.servations will help settliJ many outstanding problems in the vibration of cantilevers and 
lead to a (‘orrect theoretiiail understanding of the problem.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Raylpigli and St.Venant l>y the help of the normal function tried to 
giv(‘ tli(v)reti(tal explanation of tlu‘ free vibration of a bar including a fixed-free 
lair permanently loaded at the free end. Morsi^  has eonsidered the case 
wJien the vibration is set up by initial veloeity. Timoshenko has (considered 
the Hertzian impact between the bar and transversi*ly impinging load. M. Ghose 
and K. I), Roy tried to study the dynami(%s of the vibration of a bar excited 
by transverse impact of a load and obtaim^d the expression for duration of 
impact. Their analysis is not however complete to explain the experimental 
facts which are observed and reorded in this paper. No detailed experimental 
observation has been on record so far. The results of tlie observations made 
in this paper may lead to correct theoretical apj)roach to this problem.
E X P E R I M E N T A L
In this paper we record some of our experimental observations of systematic 
study of the problem. The experimental study of the duration of impact for dif- 
Ibrent mass of the hammer striking transversely at different points of a cantilever 
luis been made by photographic method. The experimental arrangement for 
i*c(X)rding the duration of impact is similar to that adopted by M. Ghose
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in tlio study of struck string. Elegance of this method over other methods 
is that the photograph obtained by a moving camera clearly records the com- 
pl(it(‘ behaviour of tlie cantilever at successive stages during impact.
A mild ste(»l rod of length 90 (‘lus. and diameter 1.27 cms. is fixed rigidly at 
oru' (‘lid in a lu^avy iron pillar, whose base being embedded in (joncrete in order 
to (uisiire that there is no yielding at the fixed end. The rod is found to remain 
horizontal. This has been tlioroughly tested by the help of a spirit level. A 
pendulum with bifilar suspension is used for tlie impinging load. The shadows 
of the rod, the pointer o f an electrically maintained tuning fork of frequency 
100 for tiriK* base and the impinging load an* simultaneously photographed on 
the moving photographic })aper on trolley insi(h' tlu' camera box. The system is 
illuminated by an are lamp from the* top.
Ampli‘ ])recautions are taken during ex])(*rinient such tliat the load striki s^ 
th(' rod ])erpeiidieularly and that there is no overlapping of the shadf>ws of tlu‘ 
load and tlu* rod just before and aft(u- contact otherwise this would introduce 
serioTis (Tror in the measununents. In ord(*r to obtain the simultaneous photo­
graph of the impinging load and the rod. sufficient care has been taken in n^ k^ asing 
the photo carrier with its trolley and the imi)inging load in time from their res- 
])cctive mechanical catclu‘s.
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TABLE I
Brass hammer—Spherical.
Weight of hammer—240 gms.
Radius of curvature of surface of contact 1.905 cms. 
Velocity before impact : 88.5 cms./sec.
Striking Duration Duration Duration
distance of successive of of
in cms. contacts s(jparatioii impact
in sees. in sues. in secs.
Striking Duration Duration Diu*ation
distance of successitte of of
in cms. contacts separation impact
in secs. in secs. in secs.
45
60
56
60
65
.00304
.00442
.00531
.00621
.00704
.00599
.00345
.00639
.00513
.00370
.00346
.00527
.00740
.00347
.00361
.00374
.037.30
.00221
.02161
,0.3243
.01086
.02195
.01542
.01107
.05960
.03965
.05558
.05351
70
75
80
8.5
89
.00199
.00263
.00495
.00516
.00865
.03222
.00319
.01236
.02021
.01208
.01997
.02217
.00597
.01168
.00324
.00590
.02493
.01971
.01683
.00373
.01263
.00546
,01220
.00455
.01089
.02266
.00131
.05421
.06659
.05385
.07097
.06165
The hammer is released meclxanically from a fixed distance to keep the velo­
city of impact constant. It strikes the rod at a point the distance of which is 
measured from the fixed end of the rod. The observations are made at points 
5 qms. apart, the last one being at 89 cms.
The measurements of duration of contact and duration of separation have 
been made by a comparator reading upto .0001 cm. The number of waves 
traced just overhead by the fork of frequency 100, within the same length of the 
hamtnet’s shadow in contact with that of the rod, helps to measure the duration 
of impact or separation during impact. ^
D I S C U S S I O N  A N D  R E S U L T S
’ The durations of impact for different struck points and for different hammer^ 
ar6 ^ven in tables I and II. It is found that in almost all case  ^there 
we double or multiple contacts before the hammers finally leave the rod. It is 
obvious that these phenomena are due to the influence of the reflected 
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from the ends that overtake the hammer. The duration of impact is a root of the 
pressure equation P =/(<) =  0, of the load. This equation may have multiple 
roots of which more than one may be real and positive. In that ease it is more 
logical to define the real duration of impact as the greatest real positive root of 
the equation /(<) =0. After this maximum value of the root, the pressure 
becomes negative, and the load leaves the rod completely.
TABLE II
. . Weight of hammer— m^ild steel— 2^33 gms. _ .
Radius of curvature of the surface of contact—2.432 cms.
Velocity before impact; 99 cms/sec.
Striking Duration 
distance of 
from fixed successive 
end contacts 
in cxns in secs.
Duration
of
separation 
in 8 0CB.
Total
duration of 
Impact 
in secs.
Striking 
distance 
in cms.
Duration
of
successive 
contacts 
in secs.
Duration
of
separation 
in secs.
Total
duration of 
Impact 
in secs.
35 .00386 66 .00819
.00297 .00994 .03631 .06217
.00311 .00867
40 .01044 70 .00443
.00253 .01688 .02242
.00291 .00850 .06160
.01066
.01569
45 .00283 76 .01108
.00297 .01054 .00738 •06246
.00474 .04400
.00268
60 .01371 X .01371 80 .00306
.00441 *07409
.00980
.06414
55 .00482 85 .01091
.00344 .01743
.00556 .04619 .01865 ,07980
.02047 .01046
.01191 .02235
60 .00667 89 .01124
.03117 .06766 .02029
.01982 .01570
.00716
.00719
.00953
.00670
.07680
Column (1) shows the position of contact on the rod measured from the fixed 
end. Column (2) shows the duration in seconds of respective contacts. Cohnnn 
(3) diows the duration of separation in seconds which is the time between two sno* 
oessive contacts. Column (4) shows the duration of impact, measured from the 
histsnt the hammier makes first contact with the rod to the time when it completely 
leaves it. It' is same as the sum of the time of all the contacts and the time during 
ttrhioh tlieload does not remain in contact with the rod as depicted by black paiUfiiM 
within thb diadow graph (Fig. 2).
Graphical representation (Fig. I) of variation of duration of impact with 
striking distance shows that duration of impact changes diseontinuously with the 
striking distance and tends to minimiun as the fixed end is approached. The 
two striking loads of different materials depict slightly different character in
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th» Jliehavioar of duration of impact though their general l»ehaviours are sinular. 
This difference may be due to the fact that they are different in weight and material 
and- were impinged with different velocities.
It is evident from the observations of multiple contacts within the period of 
impact that pressure of impact fluctuates. This can not be i-xplained by analyses 
given by Rayleigh, M. Ghose and K. D. Roy or Timoslu'nko. It suggests that 
transverse waves are generated in the rod which on travelling along the rod are
Mild Steel Hammer
89 a^ms
60 oms
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Fig. 3.
reflected irom the ends and produce reaction on the load. In this way there may 
be successive reflections before the load completely leaves the rod; hence there 
jBiiipe multiple contacts. None of the existing theories is able to explain the above 
fluctuations of pressure during impact as observed photographically.
The photographs show that the rod begins to vibrate as soon as impact begins. 
The vibration curves after impact show that some overtones are present along with 
the fundamental which is evident from fluctuating nature of vibrations over the 
sine curve. The theoretical explanation of the same is in progress and
will be published in due course. Experimental study of the different aspects of 
the problem is also in progress and will be reported in short time.
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